In search of the protein native state with a probabilistic sampling approach.
The three-dimensional structure of a protein is a key determinant of its biological function. Given the cost and time required to acquire this structure through experimental means, computational models are necessary to complement wet-lab efforts. Many computational techniques exist for navigating the high-dimensional protein conformational search space, which is explored for low-energy conformations that comprise a protein's native states. This work proposes two strategies to enhance the sampling of conformations near the native state. An enhanced fragment library with greater structural diversity is used to expand the search space in the context of fragment-based assembly. To manage the increased complexity of the search space, only a representative subset of the sampled conformations is retained to further guide the search towards the native state. Our results make the case that these two strategies greatly enhance the sampling of the conformational space near the native state. A detailed comparative analysis shows that our approach performs as well as state-of-the-art ab initio structure prediction protocols.